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ABSTRACT The Riva approach is used to develop an object-based Business Process Architecture (BPA)
that helps in capturing the full organizational strategies. However, due to the lack of effective tools that can
generate Riva BPAmodels from available artifacts, producing such models is time consuming non-automatic
process and it requires an exhaustive manual validation to ensure the development of error-free models.
This paper introduces a novel and domain-independent tool titled ‘ARivaT’ to automatically generate Riva
BPA models from available knowledge assets such as Units of Work diagrams. ARivaT is underpinned by
a step-by-step methodological approach that automates the process of generating Units of Work, First-Cut,
and Second-Cut Process Architecture Diagrams. It also provides stakeholders with insightful explanations
to allow a precise understanding of business processes and workflow. Furthermore, ARivaT employs a
rule-based mechanism to seamlessly validate all the generated Riva BPA models. A case study-based
approach has been followed to evaluate the applicability of ARivaT to derive Riva BPA diagrams. The results
of our experiment are promising since 82 percent time saving has been recorded when using ARivaT to
generate Riva BPA diagrams in comparison to using general drawing tools such as MSWord and MS Visio.
In addition, 69 percent time saving has been noted when performing the same task with ARivaT as opposed
to specialized tools such as Camunda.

INDEX TERMS Riva, business process architecture, business process management, software requirements,
automation, forward engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION
A business process is defined as a set of related activi-
ties designed to achieve the predetermined goal(s), which
entails delivering well-specified value to stakeholders [1].
The recent move towards a process-centric culture required
a process perspective method that can identify organization’s
business flow at process level [2]. This process perspective
leads to a well-defined specifications, which brings more
clarity to business owners [3]. Consequently, various business
process platforms and tools for business process modelling,
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management and orchestration have been developed. Riva [4]
is one of the BPA modeling methods that can be realized
through these tools. Hence, we plan to investigate current
tools used to draw BPA diagrams for the purpose of answer-
ing the following research questions,RQ1:Are there existing
tools specifically tailored for Riva-based modeling specifi-
cations? RQ2: If not, would developing a Riva-specific tool
result in improvements in creating BPA diagrams?

A. LITERATURE REVIEW
Our research is related to the areas of Business Process
Management (BMP), Business Process Architecture (BPA)
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and Riva BPA Modelling. Therefore, it is valuable to briefly
mention a literature review of these areas. Business Process
Management (BPM) focuses on improving, managing, and
controlling business processes to help an organization achieve
its goals [5]. These goals can span operational, management,
or strategic levels [6]. Fulfilling these goals can be done by
the elicitation, definition, and modeling of the key related
business processes which in turn improves organization per-
formance [7]. Depicting a business process not only improves
performance but also boosts productivity, supports agility,
and reduces expenses to complete a task [8]. Representing
business processes can be attained by employing Business
Process Architecture (BPA) which is considered among the
essential viewpoints used to enable a common view of an
organization’s processes and their interrelationships [9]. BPA
can be utilized to group related tasks into essential business
processes that can then be modelled [10]. The work in [11]
and [12] examined the available strategies and guidelines for
constructing a BPA, identifying the most effective strategies
and how they are applied.

Object-based BPA modeling is among the popular BPA
modeling approaches and one key representative of this cate-
gory is Riva [4] which has received widespread recognition.
Through Riva, the BPA is developed by examining busi-
ness entities (objects) and their dynamic relationships. This
helps in producing three main Process Architecture Diagrams
(PADs) that are employed in describing business processes,
namely, Units of Work (UOWs), First-Cut Process Archi-
tecture Diagram (First-Cut PAD), and Second-Cut Process
Architecture Diagram (Second-Cut PAD).

Riva has been used in various areas, such as deriving soft-
ware services for Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [13],
semantic-based derivation of enterprise information architec-
ture [14], business process change management [15], sys-
tem of systems change management [16], and cancer care
informatics [17], [18].

B. RESEARCH GAP
Once the BPA is established, the technological solutions
needed to support it become clear [19]. Example of these
technological solutions is the various modeling tools that
can be exploited to draw Riva BPA diagrams. For example,
Ould has proposed a Visio 2003 stencil called the Riva Visio
Stencil [20]. It provides Riva customized notations that can
be used to model Riva-driven BPA models. However, this
remains a manual process and this stencil is outdated and it is
not available at the time of conducting this research. Tools for
drawing BPA diagrams can be either general purpose drawing
tools such as MS Word and MS Visio or more specialized
tools such as Camunda [21]. These tools have their own
strength points and shortcomings.

General-purpose tools have common shapes which the
user can employ in drawing Riva BPA diagrams. The
general-purpose tools are beneficial in various situations.
When the complexity of business processes is low, then

resulting Riva BPA diagrams are expected to be less com-
plex and therefore using general purpose drawing tools can
be sufficient. Also, when the size of organization is small,
then the complexity of their business processes tends to be
low and therefore general purpose tools can be utilized in
this case. In addition, organizations with low budget cannot
afford buying sophisticated tools for managing their business
processes and accordingly they can rely on general-purpose
drawing tools. Having the previous cases in mind, general-
purpose tools fall short in cases where size of the organization
is large and its business processes are complex.

Specialized tools have Riva BPA notations available for
the user to use. In addition specialized tools have drawing
features that facilitate drawing Riva BPA diagrams such as
available grid and snapping to grid points. However, in the
cases where specialized tools cost money, low-budget orga-
nization might not be able to afford them. Furthermore, none
of these tools is specifically tailored to Riva which results
in having the user manually drawing First-Cut PAD and
Second-Cut PAD. This is problematic for five reasons. First,
theoretical rules can be applied to generate First-Cut PAD and
Second-Cut PAD from their corresponding UOWs diagram,
and therefore, it is a cumbersome and time consuming task for
the user to manually draw them. Second, the rules that bound
First-Cut PAD and Second-Cut PAD to their corresponding
UOWs diagram naturally force First-Cut PAD and Second-
Cut PAD to be almost twice the size of their correspond-
ing UOWs diagram. Consequently, user mission to draw
First-Cut PAD and Second-Cut PAD becomes more compli-
cated and time intensive. Third, if the organization’s business
processes are complex, then there corresponding Riva BPA
diagrams might be large and complex as well and this in turn
makes manual drawing of First-Cut PAD and Second-Cut
PAD even more challenging and eats up more time. Fourth,
the produced Riva-based BPA models are expected to have
various numbers of errors due to the demanding nature of
extracting information from organizational assets as well as
the human errors that might happen during following that
extraction process. Fifth, tools that are not specifically cus-
tomized for Riva lack analysis capabilities that allow system
modelers to focus on processes that are vital in the orga-
nization’s workflow. To elaborate on that, problems might
arise in the way team members and system modelers will
interpret the organizational information. For instance, various
analytical activities are required to understand: (1) the impor-
tance of each organizational component and (2) the most
resource-consuming ones while Riva-based models are being
developed. Such analysis should also be linked with the wider
context of applying the business process architecture diagram
and its constituent steps. For instance, deriving the First-Cut
PAD from its corresponding UOWs diagram requires a thor-
ough insight from a business perspective as well as BPA
perspective. The existence of precise rules to develop the
BPA diagram is not always sufficient to produce current BPA
diagrams because this is frequently mixed with the unclear
understanding of organizational processes. According to [22],
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various system analysts/modelers mix what they have in the
business, i.e., the as-is process, with what they want to have,
i.e., the to-be process. This confusion is caused by different
reasons including themisunderstanding of business needs and
procedures and the need to develop more logical processes
for daily business activities. This implies that analysis of BPA
diagrams are needed to support decision makers in enhancing
their business workflow.

Hence, we realized that there is a room for improvement
via forward engineering the process of developing BPAmod-
els. In addition, budget wise, ARivaT helps both organiza-
tions with low and high budgets because it is provided for
free use and offered as an open source software [23] which
helps in continuous development by research community.
Finally, the substantial move towards adopting a business
process-oriented culture in organizations led to significantly
rich and complicated business processes and consequently
complicated Riva-based diagrams. Thus, automating the pro-
cess of developing Riva Business Process Architecture mod-
els is essential for successful and competitive organizations.
The current tools assist user in drawing BPA models through
providing required annotations and grid features. However,
to the best of our knowledge, they do not offer forward engi-
neering features such as auto generation of First-Cut PAD and
Second-Cut PAD from their corresponding UOWs diagram.

C. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Based on the above-identified problem, we emphasized the
eminent need for developing a tool that facilitates and auto-
mates the process of generating Riva business process archi-
tecture diagrams. In this paper, we propose a tool (Automatic
Riva Tool) (ARivaT) for automated drawing and generation
of Riva diagrams. The objectives for this research are detailed
as follows:

1) Aiming to save considerable time and effort when
drawing Riva-based diagrams by using forward engi-
neering concepts. The target is to simplify the key
concerns of developing the tool and its constituent
components from a high-level business view.

2) Envisioning a tool specifically tailored to generating
Riva diagrams which can help in setting the standards
of drawing such diagrams and their shapes.

3) Looking to handle the details of the generated BPA
diagrams, hence the time of users can be directed to
producing a high-quality diagram rather than focusing
on details.

4) Planning to generate machine-readable code for BPA
diagrams which provides integration with other sys-
tems if needed.

5) Finally, the tool is foreseen to provide various charts
to help system modelers to further analyze Riva BPA
diagrams and extract insights from them.

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. Section II
is the methods section which discusses ARivaT design, archi-
tecture, development, and validation. It is followed by the

results section III in which ARivaT is evaluated by conduct-
ing an experiment and explaining how ARivaT is able to
extract several insights from Riva diagrams. Following that is
the discussion section IV which highlights several findings,
outlines points of strength, limitations, and future direction in
ARivaT. Finally, section V concludes the paper.

II. METHODS
The research method we follow during our work is the design
science research methodology. We stated the problem identi-
fication and research objectives in Section I. In this section,
we will cover the design and development stage of ARivaT.
Then, we explain the demonstration stage by using ARivaT
to represent the higher education use case. After that, we go
through the evaluation stage by evaluating ARivaT using
quantitative data.

To respond to the early-identified research problem, further
studies have been conducted on related literature, especially
deriving BPA models for different organizations includ-
ing [24], [25] among others. The common approach used
across all investigated papers is using a step-by-step pro-
cess to deal with one concern at a time (e.g., UOWs, First-
Cut PAD, etc.) to reach the final goal, i.e., modelling the
BPA diagrams. Based on the earlier analysis, we decided
to adopt a component-based architecture to develop ARivaT
due to the following reasons. First, it allows decomposing
the system into a set of logical or functional constituent
modules where each one focuses on a certain number of
features. Second, the ability to have well-defined and formal
communication interfaces between the constituent parts of
the tool, will improve reusability, maintainability, to mention
but a few [26]. Consequently, the authors decided to pay
more attention to the following three types of Riva business
process architecture diagrams, namely, UOWs diagram, First-
Cut PAD, and Second-Cut PAD.

These three types of diagrams are key to Riva BPA mod-
elling. In general, the Riva-based BPA modeling approach
is performed by following these steps (1) determining orga-
nizational boundaries and business, (2) identifying Essential
Business Entities (EBEs), which are business-related entities.
(3) Identifying Units of Work (UOWs) by applying filters
to the EBEs list to determine the processes needed to man-
age their lifetimes. (4) Modelling the UOWs diagram by
recognizing the dynamic relationships between the identi-
fied UOWs. (5) Modelling the First-Cut PAD, here, Case
Process (CP), Case Management Process (CMP), and Case
Strategy Process (CSP) are assumed and modeled, along with
their interrelationship. (6) Modelling the Second-Cut PAD by
applying Ould’s heuristics on the First-Cut PAD to produce a
more compact and realistic Second-Cut PAD. Figure 1 shows
the previous steps. Also, generating these three Riva diagrams
is among the major tasks in ARivaT and this can be seen in
Figure 2 which reveals the main use case diagram for ARivaT
and shows its key functionalities. According to the figure,
users can generate Riva diagrams, namely, UOWs diagram,
First-Cut PAD and Second-Cut PAD. In addition, ARivaT
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integration and coexistence with other technologies remain
possible due to the ability to generate machine-readable mod-
els, i.e., XML-based specifications.

A. ARivaT ARCHITECTURE
The process of generating the previously mentioned BPA
diagrams within ARivaT is illustrated in Figure 3. The fig-
ure depicts the UML component-based architecture of ARi-
vaT as follows: (1) diagram loader component, (2) layout
editor component, (3) analysis engine component, (4) layout
engine component, (5) utility component and (6) mapping
services component. The layout editor component allows
users to edit the previously listed three types of Riva dia-
grams. It uses the interface provided by the diagram loader
component which facilitates the process of saving diagrams
as XML files and loading them back to the layout editor com-
ponent whenever needed. The layout editor component uti-
lizes the interface provided by the layout engine component
which enables users to either: (a) use drag/drop capabilities to
design diagrams, or (b) to rely on the automatic layout built in
ARivaT. Moreover, the layout engine component consumes
the services offered by the Mapping Services component,
which is a core component of our tool. The mapping services
component consists of the following three subcomponents.
First, the UOWs diagram to First-Cut PAD mapper subcom-
ponent which facilitates the translation from UOWs diagram
to its corresponding First-Cut PAD. Second, the First-Cut
PAD to Second-Cut PAD mapper subcomponent, which gov-
erns the process of generating Second-Cut PAD from its cor-
responding First-Cut PAD. This subcomponent has a depen-
dency relationship with the UOWsDiagram to First-Cut PAD
mapper, as the resulting First-Cut PAD of this subcomponent
is used in the First-Cut PAD to Second-Cut PAD mapper
subcomponent. The First-Cut PAD to Second-Cut PAD map-
per subcomponent also has a dependency relationship with
Ould’s Heuristics checker subcomponent, which guarantees
a sound process of mapping First-Cut PAD to Second-Cut
PAD based on Ould’s heuristics. Finally, the layout editor
component employs the services provided by the analysis
engine component to enable users to have useful insights from
Riva diagrams, which is useful for stakeholders to understand
their business flow. To enhance the usability of ARivaT, a few
diagram-manipulation supportive features including printing
diagrams, zooming in and out, undo/redo, etc. are provided
by the utility component, which can be accessed seamlessly
from the user interface.

B. ARivaT DEVELOPMENT
This section provides an in-depth view of ARivaT devel-
opment throughout its various stages. However, due to the
intense complexity of the tool, this section will focus on the
algorithms as well as the development of its key features.
As described earlier, ARivaT aims at generating Riva-based
business process architecture diagrams. There are various
concerns around developing this tool, nonetheless, the key
one is providing a seamless transition between the following

FIGURE 1. Main steps of the Riva-based BPA approach.

three stages, i.e., UOWs diagram, First-Cut PAD and Second-
Cut PAD. To achieve this goal, the researchers utilized
mxGraph library [27] which has several APIs that can work
with various programming languages to meet users’ require-
ments. The main reason behind using mxGraph library is
to liaise between the user interface, in a very friendly way,
and the different components, especially the layout editor
component. The selection of mxGraph is very well aligned
with the early-described ARivaT design specifications
(i.e., web-based tool) as mxGraph’s JavaScript APIs [28]
have been used to establish the connection between the
web interface and the backend of the tool itself. The key
algorithms along with ARivaT key features will be briefly
described in the next sub-sections.

1) ARivaT GENERAL FEATURES
Following the use case diagram and its key features explained
in the beginning of this section, ARivaT provides users with
the capability of creating a new diagram starting from the
UOWs diagram. The connection between the layout editor
component and the diagram loader component, as described
in Sub-section II-A, allows users to save existing diagrams
in mxGraph XML format and import them later on, which
is a very useful feature to be used throughout the mod-
elling exercise. Once users create the Units of Work dia-
gram, ARivaT should allow them to navigate between the
early-identified three diagrams, i.e., UOWs, First-Cut PAD
and Second-Cut PAD. Moreover, users should be able to
visualize the characteristics of the diagram to understand it
and also to adjust its edges to improve the organization of
the produced models/diagrams. Various serverless technolo-
gies/frameworks have been used to develop drag-and-drop
options to minimize the time used to develop Riva-based
models.

The above-developed UOWs diagram should be auto-
matically transformed into First-Cut PAD and Second-Cut
PAD seamlessly. The researchers utilized the early-described
drawing edges feature to improve the diagram automatically.
To do so, each edge in the UOWs diagram is recognized in
the following three capacities: (1) the name of the interaction
between the source and destination Units of Work, (2) the
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FIGURE 2. ARivaT use case diagram.

FIGURE 3. ARivaT architecture.

type of this interaction, i.e., Task Force (TF) or Service (S),
and (3) the multiplicity of the interaction. Furthermore, users
can change the properties of nodes and edges in the UOWs
diagram. Such properties include, for instance, the ability to
control the UOW label and whether a Case Strategy Process
(CSP) should be included for this particular UOW when
the First-Cut PAD is generated. Other properties that can
be controlled by the user include the relationship label, the

relationship name, the relationship type (Task Force or Ser-
vice) and the relationship multiplicity. The above properties
are essential for a good usability level according to users’
feedback. However, the following two features are intrinsic
to ARivaT. First, the user can control whether when gen-
erating First-Cut PAD, a negotiate relationship between the
target CMP and the source CMP nodes should be included
or not. Second, the user can determine whether a negotiate
relationship should be included between the target CMP and
the source CPwhen the First-Cut PAD is generated. Addition-
ally, users can change edge type to ‘Straight’, ‘Orthogonal’,
or ‘Curved’. It is worth mentioning that one of the powerful
features of ARivaT is that it translates Riva diagrams to
machine-readable XML code which can be saved/loaded per
user desire. This machine-readable code is useful for the
research community as it can be used as the bases for research
work related to Riva BPA diagrams. Figure 4 shows XML
representation for part of a general First-Cut PAD (5).

2) ADJUST EDGES FEATURE
To ensure a smooth development for UOWs diagram, First-
Cut PAD and Second-Cut PAD, ARivaT possesses a handy
feature called Adjust Edges. If the user turned on this fea-
ture, nodes’ movement will rearrange edges connectivity to
simplify the connection between source and destination and
ensure the shortest straight-line distance between them. It is
recommended to turn this feature off to allow the user to per-
formmanual little adjustments, such as reconnecting edges to
different connection points (constraints) without having the
edges readjust automatically. The Adjust Edge feature algo-
rithm is explained in algorithm 1, and it is further described
as follows.

If a node is moved while the ‘Adjust Edges’ feature is
turned on, then when the node settles in its new place, calcu-
lations are computed for each ingoing edge of the node. For
each edge connected to the node the user tries to move, there
are ‘n’ constraint points around the moved node such that the
minimum value of ‘n’ is 4 (1 constraint point per one side of
node). So, the Euclidean distance between (x1, y1) position
of each of the constraints surrounding the moved node and
(x2, y2) position of the source of an ingoing edge is computed
(lines 7 and 8). In lines 9 and 10, all the previous distances are
stored in an array and then sorted in ascending order. After-
wards, in line 11, the ingoing edge will be reconnected to the
constraint point which yielded the minimum distance. This
constraint point is marked ‘occupied’ in line 12. Similarly,
the same process is repeated for outgoing edges of the moved
node, except that (x2, y2) will refer to the position of the target
of each outgoing edge. The UOWs diagram generated by
ARivaT, while the adjust edges feature is turned on, for the
higher education process architecture is shown in Figure 6.

3) MAPPING UNITS OF WORK DIAGRAM TO FIRST-CUT
DIAGRAM
In this particular part of the tool, the UOWs diagram is
converted to a First-Cut PAD. To do so, the UOWs diagram
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FIGURE 4. mxGraph XML representation of diagram in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5. Part of a general first-cut PAD. Its XML representation is
shown in Figure 4.

is taken as an input for the whole process. Then the following
rules are followed to generate the First-Cut PAD accordingly:

1) Each Unit of Work is mapped to a CP node and a CMP
Node.

2) Each Unit of Work might result in a CSP node based
on user choice.

3) Each interaction between two Units of Work is mapped
to the following mandatory interactions: (1) A ‘start’
interaction initiated from each CMP node to its cor-
responding CP node, (2) A ‘request’ interaction con-
necting the requesting CP node to the requested
CMP node, (3) A ‘deliver’ interaction starting from
the requested CP node and going to the requesting
CP node.

4) Based on the user’s choice, an optional ‘negotiate’
interaction can start from the requested CMP node to
the requesting CMP node.

5) User can choose to have a ‘negotiate’ interaction drawn
from the requested CMP node to the requesting CP
node.

6) If a CSP node exists, then two interactions are gener-
ated, (1) a ‘direct’ interaction starts from CSP node
and reaches its corresponding CMP node, and (2) a
‘guide’ interaction begins at CSP node and connects to
its corresponding CP node.

Once the user clicks on the ‘Generate First-Cut Diagram’ in
the ‘Generate Diagram’ drop-down list, ARivaT will gen-
erate the First-Cut PAD from the UOWs diagram. As we

Algorithm 1 Adjust Edges Feature
Input: Node: moved node, graph: model of diagram, con-
stPoints: An array of constraint points around node that is
moved
Output: Edges are reconnected to appropriate constraint
points
1: let outEdges = A List of outgoing edges of moved node
2: let inEdges = A List of ingoing edges of moved node
3: let constTaken = A List to track if a given constraint point

is occupied with an edge.
4: for (each Edge Ei in inEdges) do
5: let x1 = Ei.source.xCoordinate;
6: let y1 = Ei.source.yCoordinate;
7: let distance = new Array(constPoints.length);
8: euclideanDist(constPoints, x1, y1, distance);
9: let constPointsPos = new Array(distance.length);
10: asscendOrder(constPointsPos, distance);
11: graph.connectCell(Ei, node, constPointsz);
12: constTaken[constPointsz] = 1;
13: end for
14: repeat the above code for outgoing edges such that targets

of outgoing edges are considered instead of their sources

show later on, the initial Second-Cut PAD is identical to the
First-Cut PAD. So, for conserving space reasons, we show
only one of them (the initial Second-Cut PAD) in Figure 7.
So, Figure 7 resembles the First-Cut PAD which corre-
sponds to the UOWs illustrated in Figure 6 diagram of the
higher education process architecture. In this figure, you
can see all the generated nodes, the relationships between
them as well as the labels in addition to other details.
To complete the process of generating Riva-based busi-
ness process architecture model, the initial Second-Cut PAD
must be generated from First-Cut PAD as it will be shown
in Section II-B4.
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FIGURE 6. UOWs diagram generated using ARivaT for the higher education process architecture.

4) APPLYING OULD’s HEURISTICS
In the majority of cases, the user needs to implement adjust-
ments to the First-Cut PAD to make it closely reflect reality.
Applying these adjustments (i.e., Ould’s Heuristics) results
in the Second-Cut PAD. Some of these changes can only be
realized manually based on the user’s decision, while others
can be performed semi-automatically with the assistance of
ARivaT. The first heuristic is folding a task force CMP into
its requesting CP. This heuristic applies to CMPs that receive
a single task force interaction. Then the user can right-click
on the CMP to be folded and choose ‘Fold’ from the popup
menu, then ARivaT will take care of folding the CMP into
its requesting CP. References [29] and [30] proposed some
modifications to the Riva-based BPA modelling approach to
deal with the impact of folding a CMP on Case Strategy Pro-
cesses. These proposed changes are summarized as follows.
When aCMP is folded, then the CSP associatedwith the CMP
to be folded is included into the requesting CP associated
CSP. Therefore, the associated CSP of the requesting CP will
maintain a strategic view of the flow of cases of the requested
CP and preserve a strategic view of the requested CP itself
as well. Consequently, a ‘guide’ interaction is initiated from
requesting CSP to the requested CP. We have implemented
these adaptations in ARivaT and the outcomes are explained
in Figure 8.

The left side of Figure 8 shows a general example of
a Second-Cut PAD and the right side of the same figure
contains the result of folding ‘Manage the flow of UOW2
cases’ CMP. The second heuristic is folding a CMP of the part
into the CP of the whole. This scenario is totally based on user
decisions. Hence, if the user decides to fold a CMP for that

reason, then user can follow the same aforementioned steps
for folding a CMP. The third heuristic is dealing with delivery
interactions and delivery chains. One case to consider is
when the user examines if a delivery interaction exists in
reality and if not, then the user can right-click on the edge
representing the interaction and choose to delete it. Another
case to consider is to look for short-circuited delivery chains
and check if these chains have resembled reality. In this case,
it is a troublesome task for users to detect delivery chains
in the Second-Cut PAD, particularly when the size of the
diagram is large.

Consequently, ARivaT is designed to automatically dis-
cover all deliver chains and list them in the deliver chains
drop-down list in the toolbar. If the user selects a deliver
chain from the drop-down list, as shown in Table 1, then the
selected deliver chain is highlighted in orange as illustrated
in Figure 7. After that, the user can click the ‘Replace Chain’
button to replace the currently selected chain with its short-
circuited one. The refresh button next to the ‘Replace Chain’
button is used to refresh the list of deliver chains in the drop-
down list.

Detecting deliver chains is conducted using a variation of
the Depth-First traversal of the Second-Cut PAD where only
‘Deliver’ edges are taken into account and which is explained
in Algorithm 2. Line 16 stops the recursion if the length of the
adjacency list of a node is zero or the node is visited. Once the
if statement in line 21 is satisfied, then a new deliver chain is
established and therefore it is inserted into ‘globalPathList’.
Line 27 removes the first node from ‘localPathList’ path
when there is a cycle. The fourth heuristic is dealing with
CMPs resulting from 1..1 interactions coming from UOWs
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FIGURE 7. Initial draft of Second-Cut PAD (identical to First-Cut PAD) with one of the deliver chains highlighted and CMP’s resulting from 1..1
relationships highlighted.

diagram. The user can easily detect these CMPs by turning on
the ‘Mark 1..1 relationship CMPs’ switch as shown in Table 1
which marks the related CMPs in purple and then the user
can choose to fold any CMP using the same folding process
explained earlier.

Figure 7 shows that ‘Manage the flow of staff member
cases’ CMP is marked in purple as it is resulting from 1..1
interaction in the related UOWs diagram. The fifth heuristic
is dealingwith empty CMPs, wherein aUOWsimply does not
need an associating CMP and in this case, the user can choose
to fold the empty CMP. Figure 7 shows how the Second-Cut
PAD for the higher education process architecture looks like
such that one of the deliver chains is selected and highlighted
in orange and CMPs resulting from 1..1 interactions are
marked in purple. On the one hand, this figure shows the
initial draft of the Second-Cut PAD without yet applying any
of Ould’s heuristics. On the other hand, Figure 9 illustrates
the Second-Cut PAD generated in ARivaT after deleting ‘stu-
dent’ CMP, folding ‘Assessment Event’ CMP, and replacing
deliver chain 1 with a short-circuited one.

5) SUMMARY
Sub-section II-B highlighted the development methods that
we followed in designing ARivaT. The complexity of the tool
and its constituent components is recognized but it is also
essential to accommodate the early-identified requirements
for ARivaT. Furthermore, the user interventions/decisions
have a large impact on the final output of ARivaT which
is reasonable in the context of business process architecture
complexity. For example, ARivaT can fold a CMP on behalf
of the user, however, it is the user decision to order ARivaT

FIGURE 8. Folding a CMP in ARivaT. Result after folding is on the right.

to perform the folding process. Also, the user is the one
responsible of deciding to remove or keep a given interaction.

C. ARivaT VALIDATION
This sub-section aims at answering the following question: is
ARivaT capable of properly representing a process architec-
ture? To answer the previous question, wemodeled the higher
education in universities case studywhich is already been pre-
sented and validated by [31]. In this case study, the following
essential business entities exist. Student, staff member, cur-
riculum element, teaching and learning activity, and assess-
ment event. All of the previous EBEs are self-explanatory and
each of them is turned into a Unit of Work. The interactions
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TABLE 1. List of toolbar features specific to Second-Cut PAD.

between those UOWs occur as follows. Staff members (fac-
ulty members) work on curriculum elements and make them
suitable for teaching and learning by proposing the content
of the curriculum, and therefore, we can state that curricu-
lum elements are generated by staff members. Looking at
this interaction from the opposite side, curriculum elements
demand the existence of staff members for teaching purposes.
Curriculum elements generate teaching activities for staff
members and learning activities for students. Teaching and
learning activities require the existence of assessment events
which help in the measurement of student achievement on the
one hand and the success of staff members on the other hand.

We employed ARivaT to model the previous process archi-
tecture and this resulted in the UOWs diagram in Figure 6.
After that, we used the automatic generation features of
ARivaT to generate the First-Cut PAD and Second-Cut PAD
(Figure 7 and Figure 9). Analyzing the outcomes of ARivaT,
we concluded that the three diagrams resulting from ARivaT
correctly and completely represent the higher education case
study and the generated diagrams are identical to the ones
found in the case study [31]. However, we state that the degree
of correctness and completeness of generating BPA models
by ARivaT can be better judged if ARivaT is tested against
additional case studies which is part of our future direction.

III. RESULTS
In this section, we describe an experiment that we conducted
to prove the effectiveness of ARivaT. In addition, we explain
the different charts and statistics that ARivaT is able to gen-
erate to assist the modeler with valuable insights about Riva
BPA diagrams.

A. ARivaT EVALUATION
To evaluate the effectiveness of ARivaT, a hybrid evaluation
approach has been used where two samples are used to ensure

Algorithm 2 Deliver Chains Detection
Input: Graph: mxGraph Model of Second-Cut PAD
Output: List of Deliver Chains Stored in Variable ‘global-
PathList’
1: function findDeliverChains(graph)
2: let vList = graph.getChildVertices();
3: let adjList = initAdjList(vList);
4: globalPathList = new Array();
5: for (each node Vi in vList) do
6: let isVisited = new Array(vList.length);
7: for (each node Vj in vList) do
8: isVisited[Vj.id] = false;
9: end for
10: let pathList = [];
11: pathList.push(Vi.id);
12: getAllPathsUtil(Vi, adjList, isVisited, pathList);
13: end for
14: end function
15: function getAllPathsUtil(u, adjList, isVisited, localPathList)
16: if ((adjList[u.id].length == 0) or (isVisited[u.id] == true))

then
17: return;
18: end if
19: isVisited[u.id] = true;
20: for (each node Vi in adjList[u.id]) do
21: if (isVisited[Vi.id] == false) then
22: localPathList.push(Vi.id);
23: if (localPathList.length > 2) then
24: globalPathList.push(localPathList)
25: end if
26: getAllPathsUtil(Vi, adjList, isVisited, localPath-

List);
27: Remove first node in localPathList in case of a cycle
28: end if
29: end for
30: isVisited[u.id] = false;
31: end function

the validity of the outcomes of this research. First, a group
of 53 students has been selected to evaluate ARivaT via
drawing the UOWs diagram in Figure 6 and its corresponding
First-Cut PAD in Figure 7. Students were asked to draw the
previous diagrams with general-purpose tools (MS Word,
MS Visio), specialized tool (Camunda), and ARivaT, and we
measured the time it took each student to finish the task.
In terms of the time needed to generate the diagrams, this
experiment (Figure 10) shows an average time saving of
82 percent when using ARivaT as opposed to usingMSWord
and MS Visio. Also, an average of 69 percent is witnessed
when using ARivaT compared to using Camunda. In both
cases, this significant time saving resulted from the fact that
none of the previous tools have forward engineering feature
that automatically generates First-Cut PAD and Second-Cut
PAD from their corresponding UOWs diagram. However,
in the case of comparing ARivaT to Camunda, the time
saving dipped to 69 percent which is reasonable because
specialized tools such as Camunda have specific BPA nota-
tion and advanced grid features that makes user’s life easier
when drawing BPA diagrams. Due to space limitations, only
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FIGURE 9. Second-Cut PAD after deleting student CMP, folding one CMP, and replacing a deliver chain with a short circuit one.

20 students out of the 53 student sample are shown in
Figures 10 and 11.

Moreover, we investigated how complete the user’s work is
when usingMSWord and Camunda as opposed to using ARi-
vaT. As Figure 11 shows, there is a variance of completeness
between students’ works and this is understandable because
students relied on their own skills and their own judgment to
decide whether their work is complete. In contrast, ARivaT
built-in generation rules increase the degree of completeness
of generated diagrams. It is noticed that BPA diagrams gener-
ated by Camunda are more complete than the same diagrams
generated by MSWord and that falls back to the fact that spe-
cial BPA notations can be utilized in Camunda which relieves
the user from looking into primitive diagram details. Second,
a sample of 7 experts who have been teaching software engi-
neering, business process modeling and information systems
for more than 3 years has been formed. They have been given
the same instructions given to students. The results showed a
relatively different but consistent conclusion. The time taken
by experts to develop the BPA diagramwas limited compared
to the time taken by students. Surprisingly, the time taken by
experts to use ARivaT was slightly more than the time taken
by students due to the experts’ willingness to check every
single feature in the tool and also reflect on the options given
to them.

Overall, the outcomes of both samples, i.e., students and
experts, were very close to each other with no significant
differences among them. Also, from a statistical perspective,
a sample of 53 students and 7 experts might be considered

FIGURE 10. Time needed to draw/generate higher education UOWs
diagram and First-Cut PAD using ARivaT, MS Word, MS Visio, and
Camunda.

relatively low. However, it is challenging to arrange such
experiments with a large number of students and experts due
to the complexity of the subject as well as the time frame for
this research. Nonetheless, this is an initial evaluation where
further evaluation remains for future research direction.

We highlight few points of comparison between general-
purpose tools, specialized tools, and ARivaT. MS Word and
MS Visio have the necessary drawing symbols, however, the
notations in Camunda and ARivaT are more Riva specific.
Also, all of them possess the capability to save and load
diagrams. MS Word and MS Visio are not available as an
open source code, however, Camunda and ARivaT are pro-
vided as an open source software. Camunda has a special
feature which MS Word, MS Visio, and ARivaT don’t have
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FIGURE 11. Completeness percentage of First-Cut Pad when students
draw it in MS Word and Camunda.

which is the ability to allow users to automate BPA execution
which assists the user in applying a whole part of BPA
without going through each single step. The main advantage
of ARivaT over MS Word, MS Visio, and Camunda is still
the major time saving when generating Riva BPA diagrams.
However, ARivaT is empowered with several unique features
that MS Word, MS Visio and Camunda don’t have. ARivaT
is capable of generating insights from Riva BPA diagrams
which helps stakeholders better understand their business
workflow. Further, ARivaT enforces Riva rules when gen-
erating Riva diagrams which minimizes human errors when
creating these diagrams. Furthermore, Riva BPA diagrams
can be saved as XML machine readable code which is useful
for research development. In addition, detecting some parts
of Riva diagrams such as deliver chains can be challenging
task in general-purpose tools and specialized tools, however,
it is provided seamlessly in ARivaT. ARivaT is more agile in
helping users accommodating changes to Riva diagrams such
as folding CMP processes easily in one step. The comparison
between ARivaT, MS Word/MS Visio, and Camunda is out-
lined in Table 2.

B. ARivaT BUILT-IN CHARTS AND STATISTICS
ARivaT is capable of generating statistics and charts about
the currently displayed Riva diagram. Some of the statistics
are common among the three types of diagrams, namely, node
count, edges count, and node average degree. For the UOWs
diagram, statistics include the number of service interactions
and the number of task force interactions. ARivaT provides
charts about the currently displayed diagram and sheds light
on the features of the diagram. The charts display information
per node, some of this information is common between the
three types of diagrams, namely, node degree, indegree, and
outdegree. Other charts are specific to the UOWs diagram,
namely, the number of in-service interactions, number of out-
service interactions, number of in-task force interactions, and
number of out-task force interactions. Charts can elevate the
level of stakeholder understanding of the business. For exam-
ple, the user can realize which Units of Work and processes
are the most vital in the flow of business by looking at the
Units of Work and processes that have a higher degree which

TABLE 2. Comparison between ARivaT, MS Word/MS Visio, and Camunda.

indicates they are heavily involved in the organization’s
business.

Nodes with the highest indegree can be an indication that
those nodes provide lots of services or perform tasks for
other nodes. This implies that these nodes are key factors to
the success of the organization’s business, and hence they
deserve the utmost attention from the stakeholders. More-
over, if a UOW or a process has a high outdegree, then it
means that it is heavily dependent on other Units of Work
and processes, and hence the stakeholder might think of a
way, if possible, to break down this high dependency by for
example decomposing the Unit ofWork to several other Units
of Work. The following figures offer statistics and charts
about the diagrams related to the higher education process
architecture. Figure 12 provides statistics about the UOWs
diagram, namely, nodes count, edges count, average node
degree, service interactions count, and task force interactions
count. ARivaT can generate similar statistics about First-Cut
PAD and Second-Cut PAD except the last two statistics which
are specific to the UOWs diagram. In addition, Figure 13
shows statistics about the degree for the nodes in the UOWs
diagram. ARivaT is capable of generating related charts rep-
resenting the indegree and outdegree for UOWs diagram.
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FIGURE 12. UOWs diagram statistics for the higher education process
architecture.

FIGURE 13. UOWs diagram node degree for the higher education process
architecture.

FIGURE 14. Percentage of ‘Task Force’ interactions and ‘Service’
interactions in UOWs diagram of the higher education case study.

Likewise, degree, indegree, outdegree for First-Cut PAD and
Second-Cut PAD can also be provided by ARivaT. Figure 14
represents the distribution of Task Force and Service inter-
actions in the UOWs diagram and that indicates whether the
business flow is service-dependent or task force-dependent.
Similarly, Figure 15 depicts the distribution of CP, CMP, and
CSP nodes in the First-Cut PAD. Here, it is expected for the
percentage of CP and CMP nodes to be equal or close to each
other. However, you can tell from that figure how prominent
the role of CSP nodes is in the business flow.

IV. DISCUSSION
The previous sections showed that ARivaT capability of sav-
ing time, easing the process of generating BPA diagrams via
forward engineering, and providing insights about diagrams
is evident. However, in this section, we start with answering
the research questions that we raised in Section I, then we
discuss several additional points that emphasizes the value of
ARivaT and mentions ARivaT limitations and outline future
research directions.

FIGURE 15. Percentage of ‘CP,’ ‘CMP,’ ‘CSP’ nodes in the First-Cut PAD of
higher education case study.

During this work, we answered the research question RQ1
by analyzing candidates of general-purpose tools and special-
ized tools, and therefore, the answer is no, no current tools are
specifically tailored to Riva. By answering RQ1, we thought
of features that we can employ in ARivaT to make it well
suited for Riva BPAmodelling.We fulfilled that by furnishing
ARivaT with powerful forward engineering capabilities that
auto-generates First-Cut PAD and Second-Cut PAD from
their corresponding UOWs diagram. This feature led to dras-
tic time reduction in generating Riva BPA diagrams. Also,
we empowered ARivaTwith the ability to generate charts that
provides stakeholders with valuable insights about current
Riva BPA models. In addition, we equipped ARivaT with
several tasks that can be automatically be performed on the
fly such as folding CMP processes. This aids in minimizing
the time needed to generate Riva BPA diagrams. Having the
previous points in mind, the answer for the research question
RQ2 is yes, having Riva specific tools is useful mainly due to
reducing the time needed to generate Riva BPA diagrams.

Other than time reduction features, we discuss several
aspects that highlights the value ofARivaT and point out ARi-
vaT limitations. ARivaT can enforce rules of Riva Business
Process Architecture in comparison to general-purpose and
specialized drawing tools that don’t have any rules specific
to Riva. Consequently, Riva diagrams generated by ARivaT
are automatically validated because they adhere to Riva rules.
Using specialized modeling tools assists in detecting syntax
errors and inconsistencies in diagrams [32]. In addition, when
a tool with standard notation is utilized, the diagrams gen-
erated by that tool will be consistent with each other and
that aids in the standardization of the drawing style, therefore
ARivaT outperforms general-purpose tools that lack these
notations. However, the availability of standard notations is
something that ARivaT share with specialized tools such as
Camunda.

Further, as Riva diagrams become larger and more com-
plex, it is extremely hard for users to manage the diagrams
and manually perform some tasks such as marking CMPs
involved in 1..1 relationships and detecting deliver chains
and replacing them with their corresponding short-circuited
ones. ARivaT automates the previous tasks which allow
users to handle them easily. Additionally, ARivaT translates
Riva diagrams to machine-readable XML code which can be
saved/loaded per user desire.
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Part of our research interest is sustainability, hence,
we show the relationship between ARivaT and sustainabil-
ity. Process modelling is important in attaining sustainabil-
ity [22]. According to [33] and [34], sustainability can be
categorized into five categories, namely, environmental, eco-
nomic, individual, social, and technical. ARivaT supports
environmental and economic sustainability because it relies
on light software and technology layer such as Javascript,
which can run on old computers with old specifications.
Therefore, old computers don’t have to be replaced. Also,
all hardware emit carbon, however, ARivaT works locally,
so it does not require client/server interaction and this avoids
carbon emission by network switching devices. Nevertheless,
more efforts are needed to cover other aspects of sustainabil-
ity such as technical sustainability in ARivaT.

ARivaT has its own limitations. One limitation of ARivaT
arises in cases where organization’s business processes and
business flows are not complex. In this case, the value pro-
vided by other tools and ARivaT is comparable. Therefore,
ARivaT is not superior over other tools in this case. Also,
ARivaT currently works as an offline code which limits user’s
mobility as opposed to the case when a given software is
hosted on a server. Moreover, we validated ARivaT using one
case study related to higher education, however, validation on
additional use cases would enable us to strengthen the support
of ARivaT validity.

As a future direction, we plan to look at technical sustain-
ability such as improving the maintainability of ARivaT code
which helps in making ARivaT a more sustainable software
able to evolve. In addition, we plan to look into optimizing
ARivaT code in a way that conserves the usage of hardware
resources which in one hand makes ARivaT more efficient
and on the other hand limits carbon emissions by computer
hardware. We also aim at developing a cloud based version of
ARivaT that increases its mobility. Further, we intend to add a
feature to ARivaT which allows user to supply configuration
parameters and ARivaT will use these parameters to auto-
mate the execution of a Riva BPA diagram. This empowers
users with the ability to see the outcome of a given scenario
without manually going through each step. Finally, we seek
to perform more validation of ARivaT by testing it against
additional test cases.

V. CONCLUSION
Business Process Architecture (BPA) helps in understanding
an organization’s business and that leads to better stakehold-
ers understanding of their role in the workflow of organiza-
tion’s business processes. Riva is an object-based modeling
approach for BPA in which three key process architecture
diagrams are designed, namely, Units of Work, First-Cut,
and Second-Cut. Existing tools either have general drawing
capabilities or have limited forward engineering features.
In addition, none of the existing tools is specifically tailored
to Riva which causes users to miss some drawing details
when using these tools and that makes their work incomplete.
Therefore, we introduced ARivaT, which is a web-based tool

to automate the process of generating Riva BPA diagrams.
ARivaT is user-friendly and it also provides statistics and
analysis about the drawn diagramswhich increases the aware-
ness of stakeholders about their business workflow. In addi-
tion, ARivaT draws and generates diagrams in a standard
way with attention to detail which assists users in generating
elegant diagrams with little effort. Moreover, ARivaT enables
users to work progressively on diagrams by allowing them to
store/load them as XML files. Furthermore, diagrams gen-
erated by ARivaT adhere to the Riva steps and heuristics.
We made the tool, along with its instructions, available for
the benefit of the research community through Mendeley
data [23]. ARivaT was validated by employing it to generate
Riva BPA diagrams for the higher education case study. Our
experiments showed that using ARivaT to generate Riva dia-
grams resulted in a considerable 82 percent time reduction
when compared to using general-purpose tools such as MS
Word and MS Visio. Also, a time saving of 69 percent is
recorded when ARivaT is employed as opposed to utilizing
special tools such as Camunda. We compared ARivaT with
few general-purpose tools and specialized tools and with
that regard we marked points of strength and limitations of
ARivaT and we also framed our outlook of future work to
improve ARivaT.
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